
Open House Festival 
coming back to 
BB Centrum
WHEN: the weekend of 18–19 May from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

During the weekend of May 18 and 19 you will be able to take a look 
at sites that normally remain hidden throughout the course of the 
year… Take a look at uncommon places, while learning a bit more about 
Prague’s rich architecture and history. Buildings and spaces that are 
once again taking part in the Open House Prague Festival this year 
are opening their gates. These include some BB Centrum buildings. 
You can look forward to the terraces of the Filadelfie and Delta 
buildings as well as to the opening of the Bethany Community Centre. 

→  openhousepraha.cz
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BBC CUP is approaching... 
Create a team and join 
the popular football 
tournament
WHEN: Friday, 14 June 2019 
WHERE: FK Slavoj Vyšehrad, Mikuláše z Husi 1709/1, Prague 4

BB Centrum is not just about work, but also about sports and entertainment, 
which is why we have prepared the 19th year of the popular five-a-side 
football tournament entitled BBC CUP. The tournament is meant for all 
sports fans: all age groups, ladies and gentlemen, from the ranks of our 
tenants who enjoy a challenge and want to compete. The organiser of the 
event is PASSERINVEST GROUP, which also regularly participates in the 
games. 

The registration fee for the entire team is CZK 2000. You can register until 
24 May by email at: klara.kolinova@passerinvest.cz

SPACE IS LIMITED!
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Street Food Festival 
or experience adrenalin 
in virtual reality
WHEN: Thursday, 23 May 2019 (11 a.m. – 6 p.m.) 
WHERE: Brumlovka Square

We cordially invite you on Thursday to the Street Food Festival on 
Brumlovka Square. Come taste street food from all over the world, such 
as the Mexican burrito, Thailand’s pad thai, exotic fruit, fish and seafood, 
burgers, ice cream, bubble waffles, macaroons and lots more. At lunchtime 
the duo ČechoRom will play and sing for you.

PLUS you will be able to take a virtual selfie on the rooftop of the tallest 
building in BB Centrum, Filadelfie, race on a cycling/racing track or 
experience some adrenaline in virtual reality.

And it all takes place right on Brumlovka Square from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Brumlovka Square
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Camino de Santiago: 
How to set out on  
a pilgrimage
WHEN: Wednesday, 29 May 2019, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
WHERE: KOBE Restaurant on Brumlovka Square

A traveller’s story about how absolutely anybody can set out on a pilgrimage 
to Santiago de Compostela. How should you prepare for the pilgrimage? 
What should you pack? And what will you most likely encounter on the 
route of several hundred kilometres to Santiago de Compostela?

You will learn the answer to these questions and much, much more at the 
next lecture in the series of traveller’s evenings.

Lecture given by Adéla Čavojská.

Brumlovka Square
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Children’s day 
in BB Centrum
WHEN: Thursday, 30 May (1 – 6 p.m.)  
WHERE: Baar Park (between Želetavská and Baarova streets) 
                  Brumlovka Park (Za Brumlovkou Street)

On Thursday, 30 May 2019, we have prepared an afternoon full of 
entertaining activities and competitions for prizes for your children!  
A bouncy castle, face painting, balloon sculptures and fluffy and beloved 
cotton candy. 

The programme will take place in both parks, where the children will be 
able to choose a reward for fulfilling all the tasks. 

You can look forward to a wonderful atmosphere, lots of fun and more.

Baar Park and Brumlovka Park 
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Massive Satisfaction 
exhibition in Alpha 
Building
WHEN: 20 – 21 May 2019, daily from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
WHERE: Alpha Building (entrance directly from the Brumlovka bus stop)

Accept our invitation to the Anna Jožová exhibition in the Alpha Building. 

Anna Jožová (*1996) has been studying in the Glass Atelier under the 
direction of Rony Plesl at the Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in 
Prague since 2017. Between 2016 and 2017 she studied in the Ceramic 
Design atelier under the direction of Antonín Tomášek at the Faculty of 
Arts and Design of Jan Evangelista Purkyně University in Ústí nad Labem. 
In 2018 she presented her work in a number of exhibitions (London Design 
Week, Czech Design Week, Glassfest Karlovy Vary). In recent years she has 
been concentrating primarily on glassmaking and design, creating new 
and unique objects through what are, at first glance, unlikely materials and 
classic glassmaking techniques.

Free entrance.

Alpha Building
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Balance Club 
Brumlovka fights for 
health and quality life
For the first time in the Czech Republic, the Association of Social 
Responsibility is holding the Global Goals World Cup international 
football tournament, which will take place on 29 May on Wenceslaus 
Square. Balance Club Brumlovka has put together a team of female football 
players, who will be fighting for one of the global goals – specifically for 
good health and well-being. As part of the representation and fulfilment of 
this goal, Balance Club Brumlovka is preparing interesting accompanying 
events for its members (donating blood, control of moles, diagnostics 
using the InBody 770 device, a lecture by the nutrition consultant 
Simona Šťastná) all throughout May. Keep your eye on the webpage  
www.balanceclub.cz. 

Employees of companies in BB Centrum have favourable membership 
conditions. For more information, contact our Client Centre 
at +420 234 749  810  or info@balanceclub.cz.

Brumlovka building
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PUMA invites you 
on its afternoon 
runs in the environs 
of BB Centrum
WHEN: Every Tuesday from 5:30 – 6:30 p.m. 
WHERE: We meet at 5:20 p.m. at the reception of the Beta Building

Come and run after work for free under the direction of the enthusiastic 
runners and bloggers Soňa Hrabec Kotulková and Michal Hrabec 
from Running2.cz.

The running group is divided into two parts (slower and faster runners). 
Conditional training, stretching and help with the proper running technique 
will take place during the lessons.

Take part in ten runs and win a VOUCHER FOR PUMA RUNNING SHOES.

The route of the run will be close to the BB Centrum complex.

Beta Building
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NIVOSPORT: 
new clothing for 
sunny days or your 
summer holiday
Come to the NIVOSPORT store and choose beautiful clothing and bathing 
suits from the brands VENICE BEACH, LASCANA and s. OLIVER.

In the offer of bathing suits you will find the popular triangular models and 
push-up bikinis, which you can choose in many vivid colours or attractive 
patterns. Bikinis with underwire are perfect for keeping the shape of your 
bust, while classic bathing suits cover small imperfections. You can choose 
from both sports and elegant items. There are also unique models of 
beach dresses waiting for you, ideal for daily use, warm summer nights 
and special occasions.

Brumlovka Building
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Express Grill invites 
you for special 
burger bundle
For the spring and summer months, Express Grill has prepared new 
“burger bundles” for lovers of grilling and good food. In them you will find 
everything you need to be a success at the barbeque. 

You will be the master of the grill thanks to four 150g homemade burgers 
from organic beef, together with four homemade burger buns, slices of 
cheese, fresh salad, caramelised onions, jalapenos for a spicier taster, our 
own sauces and, of course, coleslaw, and all for CZK 490. 

All you need to do is order the bundle a day in advance, then just fire up the 
barbeque and enjoy grilling at home with family or friends.

Filadelfie Building
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